Parents Critical to Preventing Dropouts

Philadelphia has a serious dropout problem. Every year, about 13,000 students “check out” out of school: more than 8,000 dropout and another 5,000 attend less than 50% of the time. Our students are slipping through the cracks, all but invisible to school personnel for weeks, months, even years.

Here, we are able to identify reasons for student disengagement in order to recognize ahead of time those environments and attitudes that impact student success in school. To do this, we turned to our best resource—parents. Listening to parents of dropouts and parents of graduates helped shape our understanding of how parental attitudes and expectations make a difference in a student’s relationship to school.

The research presented here is from the Philadelphia Education Longitudinal Study (PELS), which tells the story of more than 1,000 students in Philadelphia public schools, and their parents, from the 8th grade to beyond their senior year in high school.

Annual in-depth interviews with parents and students helped us to identify factors that may contribute to a child's loss of interest in school. This brief shines light on the ways in which academic success depends on a healthy child/parent relationship.

Parent Aspirations and Expectations
Parents have great aspirations for their kids. They hope that their children will graduate from high school and go on to four-year colleges. But there's a chasm between parental hopes and expectations. Parents of dropouts surveyed said they expect much less from their children than parents of graduates (see top chart). Parents of dropouts were also much less likely to expect their children to attend college (see bottom chart).

Children need to know that their parents expect great things from them. Talk to your children about their academic future. Of the parents surveyed, well over half of parents of graduates talked to their children
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often about college. Just two-fifths of parents of dropouts did.

Imagine if all parents commended their children’s efforts in school. Imagine if all parents expected academic success for their children. Would this make the difference to a child who “checked out” of school in the ninth grade? Might that child have reconsidered? The day children enter high school, they’ve stepped into a new environment. It’s important that they’re confident and hopeful. Encountering an unknown place without encouragement makes that place an easy one to leave.

Parents of dropouts had lower expectations than parents of graduates in other key areas as well. They were:

- Less confident that their children would pass classes (42% v 64%).
- Less optimistic that their children would work hard in school (51% v 71%).
- More likely to think that their children would be suspended in high school.
- Less confident that their children would enjoy school or graduate.

What Parents Can Do

How can you help keep your child on track to graduation?

- **DO pay close attention to your child’s schoolwork.** This does not mean that you need to understand all of it! Ask your child about time spent at school.
- **DO explore multiple ways to respond to poor grades.** Significant numbers of students—both eventual dropouts and graduates—earned Ds and Fs when they were in the 8th grade. Punishing children for receiving poor grades has not been shown to improve student performance. When schoolwork gets challenging, talk to your child about working hard, not about being smart. Encourage persistence. Be realistic, consistent and firm.